JOBO Processing Tanks & Drums

JOBO Film Tanks and Film Drums
JOBO has three series of film Tanks/Drums

1. The 1500 series film Tanks system designed for 35mm, 110, 120/220 roll films, and can be used for inversion processing or with a JOBO Processor.
2. The 2500 film Tank system. These can process 35mm, 120/220 roll film and sheet film, they are designed for processor use only. The unique design of the 2500 system will give optimum processing results of 120/220 film.
3. Expert film Drums. Provide most even processing of large format sheet film possible. Sheets are loaded into an individual cylinder inside the drum.

There’s no need for reels, film holders, or retaining clips, so processing covers the entire surface of the film. Prints can also be processed in the Expert Drums.

1500 MODULAR FILM TANK SYSTEM
all 1500 series Tanks require a 1504 magnet when used with a processor, or a 1505 cog when using the lift.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FILM SIZE</th>
<th>TANK</th>
<th>120/220</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1510</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12/22</td>
<td>22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1520</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1540</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>31.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1530 Tank module adds the capacity of 1 more 35mm rolls</td>
<td>1501 Adjustable Reel (1–35mm, 2–120/220)</td>
<td>7.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

JOBO Daylight Loading Tank
Can process a single 36 exposure roll of 35mm film in broad daylight. With the magnent kit 4304, the Tank can be used on any Jobo Manual processor.

Daylight Loading Tank (1–35mm) | 45.95

2500 MODULAR TANK SYSTEM
In the 2500 Tank System, tanks ending with a ‘1’ already have a magnet installed for use with the JOBO processors alone. Tanks ending with a ‘3’ already have a cog installed for use with a Jobo Lift.

2 Reel Tank | 35 | (JB3251) | 37.50
2 Reel Tank | (JB3252) | 42.95
5 Reel Tank | (JB3253) | 51.95
8 Reel Tank | (JB3254) | 73.95

2500 System Reel
 Duo-set reel holds 2 rolls of 120mm film, one roll of 35mm/220mm film.(JB3255) | 17.95
APS Reel | (JB3259) | 19.95

PREMIER Color Processing Drums
For daylight processing of color prints using any color chemistry. Drum is designed for 8x10 prints.
11x14 tube requires the end caps of the 11x14 drum.
8x10 Color Processing Drum | (DKB020) | 14.50
11x14 Drum Tube Req. End Caps from 8x10 drum | (DKB1311) | 5.95
20x24 Drum | (DKB2204) | 8.95

Drums & Motor Bases
PREMIER MOTOR BASE
Gives prints an even shake. Gently rocking rolling motion assures perfect development of prints. Levelling bubble and leveling feet provide even solution coverage.

(DKMB) 64.95

JOBO MODULAR PRINT DRUM SYSTEM
Can be used for table top processing, or with JOBO’S processors, when used with a processor alone the 1504 magnet is required, when used with a processor and JOBO lift or the ATL a 1505 cog is required.

Test Drum (3x4) | (JB3020) | 29.95
Drum (2 – 8x10) | (JB3030) | 40.95
Drum Module (2 additional 8x10) | (JB3070) | 29.95
Drum (1 – 11x14) | (JB8400) | 54.95
Drum (2 – 11x14) | (JB8662) | 114.95
Drum (1 – 16x20) | (JB8500) | 66.95
Drum (20x24) | (JB8563) | 134.95
Cog Lid | (JB5565) | 11.95
Magnet | (JB5570) | 13.95

JOBO Accessories
Film Washers (fits all JOBO tanks and many other brands also) | (JB3350) | 11.95
JOBO Film Clips
( one weighted and one regular) | (JB3312) | 12.95
JOBO Film Wiper | (JB3358) | 12.95
Color Thermometer | (JB3321) | 18.95
600ml Bottle Kit (CPE-2) | (JB3307) | 14.95
1000ml Bottle Kit (CPE-CPA-TBE) | (JB3308) | 23.95
B&W Thermometer #3320 | (JB3320) | 7.50
Angle Thermometer hooks onto traps (JB3323) | 12.50
18” Precision Thermometer in Celsius (JB3335) | 42.95
18” Precision Thermometer in Fahrenheit (JB3335) | 42.95

COLOR CONTROL CARD
This is a folding standard color checker for accurate processing and printing results. On its face it has 6 gray patches of varying densities 1 stop apart, and 6 basic color patches of cyan, magenta, yellow, red, green and blue.

(B86817) 22.95